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A bright and cheerful reminder that God made each of us special and unique  Here is a message

that every parent will want to share with his or her child: You're brilliantly created and there's no one

else like you! With easy-to-understand descriptions and simple, rhyming text, Jill Roman Lord

shares the message that God created each of us in just the right way in a manner that even the

youngest child will understand. Bright and engaging illustrations from Amy Wummer pair perfectly

with the text and enhance the appeal of the book. Ages 2-5.
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Here is a message that every parent will want to share with his or her child: â€œYouâ€™re brilliantly

created and thereâ€™s no one else like you!â€• With easy-to-understand descriptions and simple,

rhyming text, Jill Roman Lord shares the message that God created each of us in just the right way

in a manner that even the youngest child will understand. Bright and engaging illustrations from Amy

Wummer pair perfectly with the text and enhance the appeal of the book.

Jill Roman Lord won her first writing contest in first grade, and she's been writing ever since. Some

of Jill's titles include One Night in Bethlehem and If Jesus Lived Inside My Heart. She lives in North

Carolina with her husband, three children, and their golden retriever.



Wonderful book for snuggling with my grandsons. Will purchase this author again!

Love this book!

If not for one important oversight, I would easily have given God Made You Just Right 5 stars. The

rhyming text is rhythmic, lively, and uplifting, and the illustrations compliment that lively spirit quite

well. Each scene is filled with activity and love. The characters reflect some diversity as well.

However, I needed to see a special needs child being active and loved too. For me, it was a glaring,

albeit unintentional, omission. When a book is entitled God Made You Just Right, it is vital that all

children are represented. Otherwise, the between the lines message reads: God Made You Just

Right unless youÃ¢Â€Â™re not like one of the children in this book. The text does address

uniqueness, and the importance of being yourself, so I give it points for that. But just one depiction

of a special needs child being active or lovingly interacting with his family as the other children do in

God Made You Just Right would have made all the difference.In accordance with FTC guidelines,

please note I received a free copy of this book from the publisher in exchange for an honest review.

This book is just the right size for toddlerÃ¢Â€Â™s hands and made of sturdy cardboard, no pages

will get ripped while they carry it to you to snuggle and read for them.Love the bright colors, and all

the boys and girls doing different activities that you and your little one can talk about! There is sweet

rhyming text to keep their attention, with a great lesson that God made each of us the right way, he

knew what he was doing.A great book for that little one in your life, you will not be disappointed.I

received this book through WorthyKids/Ideals and was not required to give a positive review

God Made You Just Right is a sweet book for little ones!It's so hard being young these days. Of

course, it has always been hard, as I know too well from my younger years. It seems like the

bullying and the judgements are getting worse and worse, though, and it makes me sad. Children

are having a tougher time being comfortable with who God made them to be, and I'd be lying if I

didn't say the same about myself. It's a struggle, and I'm grateful for simple books like this to remind

us that God made us just the way we are.I want my children to know that God is with them, and He

knew what He was doing when they were formed the way they are. I want them to find comfort in

that fact, and I want to find comfort in that fact myself. People HURT us, and instead of insulting

myself or them insulting themselves over qualities about ourselves that can't be changed, I want us



to turn to God, and thank Him for His marvelous design, even when it doesn't seem so marvelous. ;)

"You may not be like other kids- that's not your job to do. But no one else can do the job of being

you like you!"Of course, this book is really a cheerful, sweet book, since it doesn't even mention

bullying or anything negative, nor have I discussed any of that with my children(in connection with

this particular book). I want reading it to quietly give them the strength to turn to God. It's also great

for the littlest people to just learn about body parts, and would make a great book for reading, with

breaks for tickles and cuddles. (The book does deal more with body parts than "quirky" traits, like

my social anxiety. Also, depending on the child you're reading to, you might want to change the

words a bit. The overall message still perfectly applies to every child, but if the child doesn't have

use of his/her legs, then you might not want to read how God gave them super strong legs to run

and kick and play. The same goes for the other parts mentioned within the book.)I like the simplicity,

yet also beauty of this book so much that I'm putting it in my "Bible Class" bag for the 2 and 3 year

old class I help my mama with. (We rotate 3 months on, 3 off, so I haven't tried it with them just yet.)

I have read it to my children, though, and they enjoyed it. The story is lovely, and so are the

illustrations. It's a great little book to add to the reading line-up.*I was provided a review copy, in

exchange for my honest opinion.

We have two new babies in our family...twins! And, yes, the "bookie" that I am, I'm looking for bright

colorful, fun filled books for these two cuties.So, I was excited to receive this wonderful book from

Worthy Publishing, God Made You Just Right.The cover is so cute and colorful and this is how the

whole book is illustrated. And the author wrote such a cute story about a child being just right

because God made him/her.Stories that are sweet but increase a child's self image and faith are

wonderful stories and that is why this is an excellent book for children!I know that the suggested age

for this book is ages 2-5 but because it's so colorful I'm reading it to the twins and they love it!This

book would make a great gift too!*This book was provided for review by Worthy Publishing*
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